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Point and Figure Charting Thomas J. Dorsey 2011-01-11 "Everyone who's involved in
financial markets must understand Point and Figure charting in order to get the full picture,
whatever your view of technical analysis". - Jim Rogers, author of Hot Commodities and
Investment Biker "An invaluable road map for managing risk in the markets. Tom's
methodology has given us the discipline and confidence to look around corners for our clients
for almost twenty years." - James A. Parish, President and COO, Morgan Keegan & Co.,
Private Client Group "Tom Dorsey continues to be one of the foremost authorities on Point
and Figure charting. His relative strength analyses are essential for investors and traders
alike. Furthermore, I always want to know what his NYSE Bullish Percent Indicators is
"saying." - Lawrence G. McMillan, President, McMillan Analysis Corp.,
www.optionstrategist.com "Tom Dorsey has done it again... he has taken his 30-plus years of
unending devotion, talents, and insights in technical analysis and applied them to Exchange
Traded Funds. He begins with the history of ETFs, explains how different they are from
mutual funds, and then applies his expertise in Point and Figure charting to help traders and
investors time their purchases and sales." - Ralph J. Acampora, CMT, Director of Technical
research, Knight Capital "Reading Tom Dorsey's Point & Figure Charting is the like procuring
a road map before you begin a journey. It's a comprehensive look at how to succeed in the
markets. This book is not only essential but easy to follow for everyone." - Paulo Pinto, CEO,
Dif Broker "Point and Figure Charting has become a valuable part of my daily trading
routine. As an investment professional, it makes perfect sense to use Tom's methods in
conjunction with fundamental analysis." - Damion Carufe, Investment Professional
New Concepts in Technical Trading Systems J. Welles Wilder 1978 Classic work
describing 6 proprietary systems developed by a pioneer in technical analysis. The prima
ones still used are RSI, Directional Movement, and parabolics.
The Profitable Scalper Heikin Ashi Trader 2020-05-30 The Profitable Scalper Four books in
one! This volume contains 4 books. It gives a complete insight into the Heikin Ashi Trading
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method. Of these four books on scalping, over 40,000 copies have been sold worldwide since
mid-2015. There are translations in German, French, Italian, Spanish, Portuguese, Japanese,
Chinese, Russian, Turkish and Dutch. With this bundle you will receive the complete four
scalping books, each of which costs $ 9.99. Book 1: Scalping Is Fun! The Complete Series
Book 1: Fast Trading with the Heikin Ashi chart Book 2: Practical Examples Book 3: How Do I
Rate my Trading Results? Book 4: Trading Is Flow Business Book 2: How to Scalp the Mini
DAX Futures 1. The EUREX Introduces the Mini DAX Future 2. The German DAX, a Popular
Market for International Traders 3. Advantages of Future Trading 4. The Heikin-Ashi Chart 5.
What Is Scalping? 6. What is the Advantage of Being a Scalper? 7. Basic Setup of Heikin Ashi
Scalping 8. Entry Strategies 9. Are Re-Entries Sensible? 10. Exit Strategies 11. Are Multiple
Targets Sensible? 12. When You Should Scalp the Mini-DAX-Future (and When Not) 13.
Useful Tools for Scalpers A. Placing Orders B. Open and Close Orders C. Managing Open
Orders D. The Trailing Stop as a Profit Maximization Tool 14. Various Stop-Orders A. The Fix
Stop B. The Trailing Stop C. The Linear Stop D. The Time Stop E. The Parabolic Stop F. Link
Stop Orders G. Multiple Stops and Multiple Targets 15. On the Stock Exchange Money Is
Made with Exit Strategies! 16. Further Development of Market Analysis A. Key Price Levels
B. Live Statistics Book 3: Trade Against the Trend! Part 1: The Snapback Trading Strategy
Chapter 1: Trade when the mass is afraid Chapter 2: Why I do not follow the trend Chapter 3:
Mean Reversion Chapter 4: Risk Management Chapter 5: How do I recognize extreme
movements? Chapter 6: Patience at the entry Chapter 7: Does the stop really protect me from
heavy losses? Chapter 8: Trade Management Chapter 9: Exit Chapter 10: When do the best
trading opportunities occur? Chapter 11: Why you should study the economic calendar
Chapter 12: Which markets are suitable for the snapback strategy? Part 2: Trading Examples
Chapter 1: Examples in the stock indices Chapter 2: Examples in the currency markets
(Forex) Chapter 3: Examples in the stock markets Chapter 4: Examples in the commodity
markets Glossary Book 4: Forex Trading: The Complete Series! Part 1: Two round number
strategies Introduction Strategy 1: The round number strategy Strategy 2: The Stop Hunting
Strategy Consider forex trading like a probability game Part 2: Two strategies with weekly
pivots How to trade the weekly Pivots Strategy 1: Trade the Pivot Strategy 2: The “last 20
Pips” Strategy Should I change the parameters if trading is not going well? Part 3: Trading
with the Weekly High and Low Introduction to trading with the weekly high and low Strategy
1: Chase the Weekly High and Low Strategy 2: Weekly High and Low Stretch Practical
questions Part 4: Trade several strategies simultaneously 1. Why you should trade several
strategies at once! 2. Less volatility in the capital curve 3. How many strategies should you
trade simultaneously? 4. Is it possible to diversify, even with small accounts? 5. When should
you start using leverage? 6. Forex trading is a business
Scalping is Fun! Heikin Ashi Trader 2016-03-16 Scalping is the fastest way to make money
in the stock market. There is hardly a more effective method for increasing a trader’s capital.
The Heikin Ashi Trader explains why this is so in this four-part series about scalping. In this
third book, the Heikin Ashi trader answers the question of how the trading results of a
scalper are analyzed and correctly evaluated. Based on the weekly results of a single trader,
he examines what factors matter to having long-term success in the stock market. The
analysis of the trading journal for 12 weeks allows an inside look at the learning curve of a
budding professional. This highly effective scalping strategy applies to short time frames,
such as the 1-minute chart, as well as longer periods. You can trade, using this universal
method, in equity indices and in the currency markets. Typical instruments are futures,
foreign exchange, and CFDs. Content: 1. The Trading Journal as a weapon 2. The first 12
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weeks of a new Scalper - Week 1 - Week 2 - Week 3 - Week 4 - Week 5 - Week 6 - Week 7 Week 8 - Week 9 - Week 10 - Week 11 - Week 12 3. How is Jenny doing now? 4. Scalping is a
Business
Le Swing Trading Avec Le Graphique En 4 Heures 1 Heikin Ashi Trader 2017-04-03 Le
Swing Trading Avec Le Graphique En 4 Heures Partie 1 : Introduction au Swing Trading Le
swing trading est un style de trading avec une unité de temps de temps qui est trop lent pour
les day traders et trop rapide pour les investisseurs. En d'autres termes, dans ce laps de
temps, il y a très peu de professionnels de trading. Sommaire 1. Pourquoi faire du swing
trading ? 2. Pourquoi devriez-vous utiliser le graphique en 4 heures ? 3. Quels sont les
marchés les plus appropriés pour le swing trading ? 4. Avec quels instruments pouvez-vous
utiliser le swing trading ? 5. Configurations pour le swing trading A. Support et Résistance B.
Double sommet et Double creux C. Breakouts D. Drapeaux et Fanions 6. Money Management
7. Pourquoi avez-vous besoin d’un journal de trading 8. De quoi est-ce que tout cela parle ?
Plus de livres de Heikin Ashi Trader À propos de l’auteur Impressions
Le Scalping Est Amusant! 1-4 Heikin Ashi Trader 2017-01-15 Le Scalping est amusant!
Livres 1-4 : Partie 1: Trading rapide avec les graphiques HeikinAshi 1. Bienvenue au
Scalping. C'est amusant! 2. Qu'est-ce que le scalping? 3. La repr�sentation graphique
HeikinAshi 4. Configuration de trading 5. Gestion des risques et de l'argent 6. Prenez une
d�cision Partie 2: Exemples pratiques 1. Le Scalping avec l'analyse technique 2. Comment
dois-je interpr�ter les graphiques HeikinAshi? 3. Quand dois-je entrer? 4. Quand dois-je
sortir? 5. Travailler avec les prix des objectifs 6. Le ScalpingHeikinAshi en pratique 7. Est-ce
que l'analyse technique aide bien le ScalpingHeikinAshi? A. Support et r�sistance B. Swing
High et Swing Low des journ�es pass�es C. L'importance du nombre rond sur le Forex 8.
Comment puis-je reconna�tre les jours de tendances? 9. Comment puis-je scalper les jours
de tendances? Partie 3 : Comment puis-je �valuer mes r�sultats de trading ? 1. Le Journal
de Trading en tant qu'arme 2. Les 12 premi�res semaines d'un nouveau scalper - 1e semaine
- 2e semaine - 3e semaine - 4e semaine - 5e semaine - 6e semaine - 7e semaine - 8e semaine 9e semaine - 10e semaine - 11e semaine - 12e semaine 3. Comment performe actuellement le
trader Jenny ? 4. Le scalping est un business Partie 4 : Trader en �tat de flow 1. Ne tradez
que lorsque c'est amusant ! 2. Quand ne pas trader 3. Les meilleurs horaires de trading pour
les indices, les devises et le p�trole A. Les traders sur le FOREX B. Les traders sur les
indices C. Les traders sur le p�trole 4. Pourquoi les scalping rapide est mieux que quelques
trades bien pens�s 5. La discipline est plus simple dans un �tat de flux 6. Avertissements et
instruments de contr�le 7. Quand vous gagnez, soyez agressif. Quand vous perdez, soyez
d�fensif
Thirty Days of FOREX Trading Raghee Horner 2012-07-03 Whether you're a full-time
trader looking to make a living or a part-time trader looking to make some extra money, the
foreign exchange (forex) market has what you desire--the potential to make sizeable profits
and 24/7 accessibility. But to make it in today's forex market, you need more than a firm
understanding of the tools and techniques of this discipline. You need the guidance of
someone who has participated, and prevailed, in this type of fast-paced environment. Raghee
Horner has successfully traded in the forex market for over a decade, and now, in Thirty Days
of Forex Trading, she shares her experiences in this field by chronicling one full month of
trading real money. First, Horner introduces you to the tools of the forex trade, and then she
moves on to show you exactly what she does, day after day, to find potentially profitable
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opportunities in the forex market. Part instructional guide, part trading journal, Thirty Days
of Forex Trading will show you--through Horner's firsthand examples--how to enter the forex
market with confidence and exit with profits.
Scalping is Fun! 1-4 Heikin Ashi Trader 2017-02-25 Scalping is Fun! 1-4 Book 1: Fast Trading
with the Heikin Ashi chart Book 2: Practical Examples Book 3: How Do I Rate my Trading
Results? Book 4: Trading Is Flow Business Scalping is the fastest way to make money in the
forex market. There are no other methods that can increase the capital of a trader more
effectively. To explain how this is so, the Heikin Ashi Trader tells all in this four-part series on
scalping. This highly effective scalping strategy is very easy to understand and can be applied
immediately because it is universal and works in all forex markets. It can be applied in very
short time frame, as in the 1-minute chart as well as on higher time frames. Book 1: Fast
Trading with the Heikin Ashi chart 1. Welcome to scalping. Itís fun! 2. How do markets
function? 3. What is trading? 4. What is scalping? 5. The Heikin Ashi chart 6. The scalping
setup 7. Risk and Money Management 8. Make a decision! Book 2: Practical Examples 1.
Scalping with Technical Analysis 2. How do I Interpret Heikin Ashi Charts? 3. When do I Get
In? 4. When do I Get Out? 5. Working with Price Objectives 6. Heikin Ashi Scalping in
Practice 7. Does Technical Analysis Help While Heikin Ashi Scalping? A. Support and
Resistance B. Swing High and Swing Low of the Past Days C. The Importance of the Round
Number in Forex 8. How do I Recognize Trend Days? 9. How do I Scalp Trend Days? 10.
Conclusion Book 3: How Do I Rate my Trading Results? 1. The Trading Journal as a weapon 2.
The first 12 weeks of a new Scalper - Week 1 - Week 2 - Week 3 - Week 4 - Week 5 - Week 6 Week 7 - Week 8 - Week 9 - Week 10 - Week 11 - Week 12 3. How is Jenny doing now? 4.
Scalping is a Business Book 4: Trading Is Flow Business 1. Only Trade When it's Fun 2. When
Not to Trade 3. The Best Trading Hours For: A. Forex Traders B. Index Traders C. Crude
Traders 4. Why Fast Scalping is Better than a Few Well-considered Trades 5. Discipline is
Easier in Flow 6. Warning and Control Instruments 7. When You Win, Be Aggressive and Be
Defensive When You Lose
Le Swing Trading Avec Le Graphique En 4 Heures 3 Heikin Ashi Trader 2017-05-07 Le Swing
Trading Avec Le Graphique En 4 Heures Partie 3 : Où est-ce que je place mon stop-loss ?
Dans la 3e partie de la série « Le Swing Trading avec le graphique en 4 heures », le Heikin
Ashi Trader répond à la question de savoir où le stop-loss doit être placé. Une fois qu'un
trader introduit des stop-loss dans son système, son taux de réussite va se détériorer.
Cependant, il gagne en même temps en contrôle total de la gestion de ses trades. Les stoploss ne sont donc pas inévitables mais font partie intégrante d'un système de trading axé sur
le profit. Bien comprendre les stop-loss correspond à l'instrument réel qui rend un bénéfice
possible. Puisque l'argent est gagné seulement quand le trade est clôturé, le trader ferait
bien d’appliquer une gestion des stop-loss avec le plus grand soin. La ormulation de règles
claires, à la fois pour le trading de tendance comme pour le trading avec une limite de prix
fixe, est obligatoire pour s'assurer que le trader joue son propre jeu. Chaque tarder rentable
a finalement développé ses propres règles. Peu importe le marché qu’il trade, ce trader joue
toujours son propre jeu et ne peut être influencé par quoi que ce soit. C’est exactement la
persistance et la cohérence avec laquelle ces traders opèrent sur le marché qui font en sorte
qu'ils vont devenir un jour le « maître du jeu ». Sommaire 1. Les stop-loss sont-ils nécessaires
? 2. Qu’est-ce qu’un ordre stop-loss ? 3. La gestion des stop-loss 4. Jouez votre propre jeu 5.
Limitez vos pertes 6. Laissez courir vos gains 7. La gestion des stop-loss dans des marchés en
tendance 8. La gestion des stop-loss avec des objectifs de prix 9. Le tsunami du Franc Suisse
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- un moment de guérison pour la communauté du trading 10. Combien de positions puis-je
avoir en même temps ?
Forex Trading Heikin Ashi Trader 2020-03-11 Trading Forex Deuxième partie: Deux
stratégies avec des pivots hebdomadaires Ce livre est la deuxième partie de la série "Forex
Trading" de Heikin Ashi Trader Les marchés des changes (forex) sont déterminés par
l'actualité. Toutefois, comme les nouvelles sont rares, la plupart des paires de devises
évoluent latéralement dans 80 % des cas. En d'autres termes : il est très difficile de négocier
des devises de manière rentable avec des stratégies de tendance. La série "Forex Trading"
traite donc de stratégies spécialement conçues pour les marchés latéraux. Les "pivots" du
forex sont un phénomène intéressant, car ici, plus d'ordres d'achat ou de vente sont en
attente d'être exécutés. Quiconque étudie les graphiques des paires de devises constatera
que le marché tourne souvent au niveau de ces soi-disant "pivots" et commence à se déplacer
dans la direction opposée, du moins temporairement. Dans ce livre, Heikin Ashi Trader
présente deux stratégies simples, utilisant les pivots hebdomadaires. Elles sont faciles à
comprendre et à mettre en œuvre (même avec de petits comptes). Ces deux méthodes sont
donc excellentes pour les traders qui recherchent des stratégies forex qui peuvent être
négociées avec succès sans nécessiter beaucoup d'analyse. Table des matières Comment
trader les pivots hebdomadaires Stratégie 1 : Trader le pivot Stratégie 2 : La stratégie des
"20 derniers pips" 4 Dois-je modifier les paramètres si le trading ne se passe pas bien ?
Comment transformer 5000€ en un million Heikin Ashi Trader 2019-11-29 Comment
transformer 5 000 $ en un million Pouvez-vous devenir millionnaire sur le marché boursier?
La question de savoir faire fructifier un petit compte occupe sans aucun doute l’esprit de tout
trader. Comment pouvez-vous faire une fortune avec une petite somme? Et de préférence
très vite? Tout comme il est possible de bâtir un empire immobilier sans un dollar en fonds
propres, il est également possible de réaliser des profits élevés sur le marché boursier avec
un petit capital de départ (5 000 $ ou moins). Heikin Ashi Trader présente dans ce livre une
stratégie boursière qui aidera le trader à y arriver. Avant tout, il explique que le facteur de la
taille de la position joue un rôle beaucoup plus déterminant dans la réussite des opérations
que l’on ne le suppose généralement. La bonne question n'est pas Avez-vous souvent raison
ou tort ?, mais Quelle est votre position si vous avez raison? Cette méthode consiste
simplement à trouver le marché sur lequel on peut observer un certain mouvement. Et une
fois identifié, le trader doit se construire une position importante sur ce marché, afin de
pouvoir tirer pleinement parti de ce mouvement. Table des matières Chapitre 1 : Pouvez-vous
devenir millionnaire en bourse? Chapitre 2 : Spéculez avec l’agent du marché et non le
vôtre!! Chapitre 3 : Apprendre du Grand Maître des spéculateurs Chapitre 4 : Scaling
in–Scaling out Chapitre 5 : Pouvez-vous utiliser des ordres Stops? Chapitre 6 : Que faire si le
marché s’oriente dans la mauvaise direction? Chapitre 7 : Go Global Macro Chapitre 8 :
Regardez la "Big Picture" Chapitre 9 : Cherchez un catalyseur Chapitre 10 : Apprendre de ses
erreurs Chapitre 11 : Succès avec le coton Chapitre 12 : Ma spéculation sur le rouble
Chapitre 13 : Merci aux présidents Erdogan etTrump ! Chapitre 14 : Spéculer avec des
actions Chapitre 15 : Spéculez sur ce que vous voyez Chapitre 16 : Comment et quand
acheter? Chapitre 17 : Spéculer est plus simple qu’un day trading Chapitre 18 : Un compte
spécifique pour chaque spéculation Chapitre 19: Avec quels instruments financiers puis-je
spéculer? Chapitre 20 : Risque maximum et appel de marge Chapitre 21 : Gardez vos
spéculations pour vous-même Chapitre 22 : En route vers le premier million Chapitre 23 :
Objectif final: l’indépendance financière Annexe 1 : Crises financières par le passé Annexe 2 :
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Liens utiles Glossaire
Forex Trading Secrets: Trading Strategies for the Forex Market James Dicks
2010-02-22 Just a decade ago, the Foreign Exchange was a market reserved for a select few.
Now, anyone can actively trade in this profitable market—even those with no formal financial
education. Enter James Dicks, a leading FOREX expert and educator who cut his teeth in this
burgeoning market and wants to share his years of experienced wisdom with you. FOREX
Trading Secrets is a one-stop sourcebook packed with everything a trader needs to quickstart success in a 24-hour market. In addition to covering every fundamental aspect of the
FOREX, this hands-on guide provides hard-won tools and strategies from a seasoned trader,
who helps you minimize your exposure to the inherent risk in this unique market. A useful
volume you’ll turn to again and again, FOREX Trading Secrets features specific examples of
proven trading strategies working in the real world, a simple and profitable technique for
money management, and confidence-building skills for creating your own source of income. If
you have never traded the FOREX before, FOREX Trading Secrets is the place to start. It
covers the essential basics, including all major currency pairs, the mechanics of trading, how
to place a trade, and deciding what type of trader you are. Experienced traders gain expert
insight into the fundamentals, as well as such advanced topics as creating a successful
trading plan,managing risk, mastering your emotions, and building your portfolio. You will
benefit from An insider’s clarification of the Carry Trade Seeing technical indicators and
patterns through a master’s eyes The secrets to FOREX diversification A detailed explanation
of the author’s personal trading approach A Trader’s Ten Commandments There is no holy
grail of FOREX trading, but with FOREX Trading Secrets, all you need is practice to build a
powerful trading toolbox for wealth security in the world’s biggest financial market.
Japanese Candlestick Charting Techniques Steve Nison 2001-11-01 The ultimate guide to
a critical tool for mastering the financial markets A longstanding form of technical analysis,
Japanese candlestick charts are a dynamic and increasingly popular technical tool for traders
of all skill levels. Known for its versatility, this ancient charting can be fused with every other
technical tool available, including traditional Western technical analysis. Japanese
Candlestick Charting Techniques is the most comprehensive and trusted guide to this
essential technique. Informed by years of research from a pioneer trader, this book covers
everything you need to know, including hundreds of examples that show how candlestick
techniques can be used in all of today’s markets. This totally updated revision focuses on the
needs of today’s traders and investors with: * All new charts including more intra-day
markets * New candlestick charting techniques * More focus on active trading for swing,
online and day traders * New Western techniques in combination with candles * A greater
spotlight on capital preservation. From speculation and hedging to futures and equities,
candlestick charting is the next level up for both amateur day traders and seasoned
technicians, and this book provides expert guidance for putting it into action
Trading for a Living Alexander Elder 1993-03-22 Trading for a Living Successful trading is
based on three M's: Mind, Method, and Money. Trading for a Living helps you master all of
those three areas: * How to become a cool, calm, and collected trader * How to profit from
reading the behavior of the market crowd * How to use a computer to find good trades * How
to develop a powerful trading system * How to find the trades with the best odds of success *
How to find entry and exit points, set stops, and take profits Trading for a Living helps you
discipline your Mind, shows you the Methods for trading the markets, and shows you how to
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manage Money in your trading accounts so that no string of losses can kick you out of the
game. To help you profit even more from the ideas in Trading for a Living, look for the
companion volume--Study Guide for Trading for a Living. It asks over 200 multiple-choice
questions, with answers and 11 rating scales for sharpening your trading skills. For example:
Question Markets rise when * there are more buyers than sellers * buyers are more
aggressive than sellers * sellers are afraid and demand a premium * more shares or contracts
are bought than sold * I and II * II and III * II and IV * III and IV Answer B. II and III. Every
change in price reflects what happens in the battle between bulls and bears. Markets rise
when bulls feel more strongly than bears. They rally when buyers are confident and sellers
demand a premium for participating in the game that is going against them. There is a buyer
and a seller behind every transaction. The number of stocks or futures bought and sold is
equal by definition.
Profitable Trading with Renko Charts Prashant Shah 2019-05-21 Profitable Trading with
Renko Charts One of the oldest and most popular Japanese charting methods, Renko can be
used to profitably trade all types of financial markets and instruments — and over any time
frame. Renko charts offer traders many unique and unmatched advantages over other
charting methods: • Renko charts are simple to use • Trends are easier to identify in Renko
charts since the price is always either clearly bullish or bearish • Due to their uncluttered
appearance, significant tradeable patterns are much easier to spot in Renko charts • Being
objective in nature, entry and exit signals are clearly defined in Renko charts, making it
easier to trade profitably • By eliminating insignificant price action, Renko charts help
traders control overtrading — one of the biggest sources of trading losses. This
comprehensive book provides step-by-step guidance, from the basics of Renko charts to
advanced methods of analysis and trading, keeping in mind Indian market characteristics: •
What a Renko chart is — and how to plot it • How to use the traditional tools of technical
analysis on Renko charts • Thorough description and analysis of major price patterns in
Renko, along with examples and trading rules for each • How to use the unique features of
Renko charts to identify strong sectors and strong stocks to trade • How to profit from the
unique Renko chart indicators • How to effectively use Renko charts across multiple time
frames • Tested and effective trading strategies for all kinds of markets, with rule-based
entry and exit criteria • PLUS: 250+ charts and examples from Indian markets. With recent
advancement in technology making Renko easily accessible on popular charting software,
this book will help both experienced and novice traders to profit from this very powerful
system.
Momentum, Direction, and Divergence William Blau 1995-03-20 A guide to the latest, most
promising technical indicators andtheir applications Momentum, direction, and divergence
are the three basic componentsof nearly all technical indicators used in the analysis of
stockand commodities trading. And for those who understand them andtheir applications,
they are also the pillars of a high-performancetrading strategy. In this groundbreaking book,
technical wizardWilliam Blau schools financial professionals in all three.Combining the latest
financial information with dozens ofeye-opening graphics, Blau clearly, concisely, and with a
minimumof complex mathematics: * Introduces the principle of double smoothing and
develops potentnew indicators based on double smoothing techniques * Describes the uses
and limitations of a variety of notabletechnical indicators * Explains momentum, direction,
and divergence and new ways toapply them * Presents the True Strength Index and shows
how it candramatically improve most directional indicators * Provides new ways of identifying
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divergence that makeimplementation far simpler than ever before MOMENTUM,
DIRECTION, AND DIVERGENCE The Wiley Trader's Advantage is a series of concise, highly
focusedbooks designed to keep savvy traders in tune with the latestsuccessful strategies and
techniques used by the keenest minds inthe business. In this latest volume, technical expert
Bill Blau shows you howmomentum, direction, and divergence form the basis of
mosttechnical indicators and how they can work for you to provide aconsiderable competitive
advantage. Clearly, concisely, and with aminimum of complex mathematics, Blau shows you
how to understandand apply them. Integrating the latest financial insights with morethan 75
easy-to-follow graphics, Blau describes the uses andlimitations of many of today's most
notable technical indicators.He then demonstrates a variety of ways in which the principles
ofmomentum, direction, and divergence can be used to create aversatile new set of technical
indicators or to improve theeffectiveness of the most widely used traditional indicators.
Focusing on the groundbreaking double smoothing concept, which heintroduces for the first
time in this book, William Blau: * Develops reliable new momentum indicators based on
doublesmoothing techniques * Shows how these indicators improve the effectiveness of
mostpopular oscillators, including the RSI, MACD, and stochasticindicators, by solving a host
of timing problems * Combines the standard Welles Wilder techniques with his originalTrue
Strength Index to improve the effectiveness of mostdirectional movement indicators *
Introduces new ways of identifying divergence that makeimplementation simpler than ever *
And much more A complete guide to the most potent new indicators and theirapplications,
Momentum, Direction, and Divergence is anindispensable resource for traders, portfolio
managers, and allfinancial professionals.
Trading Is Flow Business Heikin Ashi Trader 2016-04-07 Scalping Is Fun! Part 4: Trading
Is Flow Business Trading profits are not equal on the 20 trading days of each month as a
regular office job probably would. Experience shows that the results are asymmetrical in
occurrence. There are days where it runs like clockwork and days on which trading seems to
produce only losses. In this fourth installment of the series "Scalping Is Fun!" The Heikin Ashi
Trader looks at the right time to trade. Successful traders know in specifics when not to
trade. They focus on the times when market conditions are optimal for them. In order of
events, the fun turns by itself, then the success follows suit. In this state of "flow" discipline,
this is easy to achieve. Fast scalping promotes the rapid close of loss positions and the quick
takeaway from accrued profits, also of equal importance. Index 1. Only Trade When it's Fun
2. When Not to Trade 3. The Best Trading Hours For: A. Forex Traders B. Index Traders C.
Crude Traders 4. Why Fast Scalping is Better than a Few Well-considered Trades 5.
Discipline is Easier in Flow 6. Warning and Control Instruments 7. When You Win, Be
Aggressive and Be Defensive When You Lose
Comment se lancer dans le trading avec 500 € Heikin Ashi Trader 2016-11-07 Comment
se lancer dans le trading avec 500 € Beaucoup de nouveaux traders n’ont que très peu de
capitaux disponibles dès le départ, mais ce n'est toutefois pas un obstacle à une carrière dans
le trading. Cependant, ce livre ne décrit pas comment transformer un compte de 500 € en
500 000 €, car ce sont précisément ces espoirs exagérés concernant les rendements futurs
qui amènent la plupart des débutants à échouer. Au lieu de cela, l'auteur montre, de manière
réaliste, comment vous pouvez devenir un trader à temps plein en dépit d'un capital de
démarrage limité. Cela s'applique à la fois aux traders souhaitant rester privés, ainsi qu’à
ceux qui veulent éventuellement investir les fonds de leurs clients. Ce livre montre étape par
étape comment le faire avec un plan d'action concret pour chaque étape. N'importe qui peut
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en principe être trader, si il ou elle est prêt à apprendre comment cette activité fonctionne.
Sommaire 1. Comment devenir un bon trader avec 500 € en poche ? 2. Comment acquérir les
bonnes habitudes en trading ? 3. Comment devenir un trader discipliné 4. Le conte de fée des
intérêts composés 5. Comment investir avec un compte à 500 € ? 6. Le Trading Social 7.
Parlez à votre courtier 8. Comment devenir un trader professionnel ? 9. Faire du trading pour
un fond d'investissement 10. Apprenez à créer votre réseau professionnel 11. Devenez un
trader professionnel en 7 étapes 12. 500 € représente beaucoup d’argent
Swing trading Using the 4-Hour Chart 2 Heikin Ashi Trader : 2016-09-03 Part 2: Trade the
Fake! In the second part of the series "Swing Trading using the 4-hour chart" the Heikin Ashi
Trader speaks about the phenomenon of stop fishing and Fakeouts as well as the many
deceptions that major players and algorithms stage in today's financial markets. These often
seem more the rule than the exception. Table of Contents 1. A feint at its finest! 2. How to
identify fakes? 3. How do I trade Fakes? 4. Fakes at technical chart patterns A. flags B.
triangles C. Trend Channels 5. Trading cross rates 6. More complex patterns Glossary More
Books by Heikin Ashi Trader About the author
Le Swing Trading Avec Le Graphique En 4 Heures 1-3 Heikin Ashi Trader 2017-08-15
How to Start a Trading Business With $500 Heikin Ashi Trader 2016-06-15 How to start
a Trading Business with $500 Many new traders have little capital available in the beginning,
but this is not an obstacle to starting a trading career anyway. However, this book is not
about how to grow a $500 account into a $500,000 account. It is precisely these exaggerated
return expectations that bring most beginners to failure. Instead, the author shows, in a
realistic way, how you can become a full-time trader in spite of limited start-up capital. This
applies both for traders who want to remain private, as well as for those who want to
eventually trade customer funds. This book shows step by step how to do it. In addition, there
is a concrete action plan for each step. Anyone can be a trader in principle, if he or she is
willing to learn how this business works. Contents 1. How to Become a Trader with only $500
at Your Stake? 2. How to Acquire Good Trading Habits? 3. How to Become a Disciplined
Trader 4. The Fairy Tale of Compound Interest 5. How to Tade a $500 Account? 6. Social
Trading 7. Talk to Your Broker 8. How to Become a Professional Trader? 9. Trading for a
Hedge Fund 10. Lear to Network 11. Become a Professional Trader in Seven Steps. 12. $500
is a Lot of Money.
Swing Trading using the 4-hour chart 1-3 Heikin Ashi Trader 2016-09-15 Swing Trading
using the 4-hour chart 1-3: 3 Manuscripts Swing trading is too fast for investors and too slow
for day traders. It takes place on a timeframe in which you will find very few professionals
traders. Swing traders usually use 4-hour charts. This period falls exactly between that of the
investor and the day trader. As a swing trader, you are prone to sit on the fence, and that's
good, because here you are almost alone. This book describes the swing trading method of
the Heikin Ashi Trader. It is ideal for individual investors who do not want to sit all day in
front of the computer screen. Part 1: Introduction to Swing Trading 1. Why Swing Trading? 2.
Why should you trade using the 4-hour chart? 3. Which markets are suitable for swing
trading? 4. What instruments you can swing trade? 5. Swing Trading Setups A. Support and
Resistance B. double top and double bottom C. breakouts D. flags and pennants 6. Money
Management 7. Why you need a Trading Diary 8. What is it all about? Part 2: Trade the Fake!
In the second part of the series "Swing Trading using the 4-hour chart" the Heikin Ashi
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Trader speaks about the phenomenon of stop fishing and Fakeouts as well as the many
deceptions that major players and algorithms stage in today's financial markets. These often
seem more the rule than the exception. 1. A feint at its finest! 2. How to identify fakes? 3.
How do I trade Fakes? 4. Fakes at technical chart patterns A. flags B. triangles C. Trend
Channels 5. Trading cross rates 6. More complex patterns Glossary Part 3: Where Do I Put
My Stop? In the third part of the series on "Swing Trading using the 4-hour chart“, the Heikin
Ashi Trader treats the question on where the stop should be. Once a trader stops introducing
stops, he will discover that his hit rate will worsen. However, by doing this he gains full
control of the trade management. Stops are therefore not unavoidable, but remain an integral
part of a trading system that is profit-oriented. Table of Contents 1. Are Stops Necessary? 2.
What Is a Stop Loss Order? 3. Stop Management 4. Play Your Own Game 5. Cut Your Losses
6. And Let your Profits Run 7. Stop Management in Trending Markets 8. Stop Management
with Price Targets 9. The Swiss Franc Tsunami, a Healing Moment of the Trader Community
10. How Many Positions Can I Keep at the Same Time? Glossary
Forex Trading Heikin Ashi Trader 2020-04-16 Forex Trading The Complete Series! As is
well known, currency markets are determined by news. However, since news is rare, most
currency pairs move sideways 80% of the time. In other words: it is very difficult to trade
currencies profitably with trend strategies. The "Forex Trading" series therefore deals with
strategies that are specifically designed for sideways markets. Heikin Ashi Trader also
discusses why traders who specialize in forex trading tend to trade only one strategy at a
time. They do this because they believe it is superior to other trading methods.
Unfortunately, this approach makes them vulnerable to the ups and downs of this single
strategy. However, by distributing profit and loss over several strategies, the trader creates
an indifference towards the series of losses of each single strategy. If he looks at it as an
investment security in his portfolio, just like a stock or a fund, he gets a more objective view
on what is going on in the markets. Part 1: Two round number strategies Introduction
Strategy 1: The round number strategy Strategy 2: The Stop Hunting Strategy Consider forex
trading like a probability game Part 2: Two strategies with weekly pivots How to trade the
weekly Pivots Strategy 1: Trade the Pivot Strategy 2: The “last 20 Pips” Strategy Should I
change the parameters if trading is not going well? Part 3: Trading with the Weekly High and
Low Introduction to trading with the weekly high and low Strategy 1: Chase the Weekly High
and Low Strategy 2: Weekly High and Low Stretch Practical questions Part 4: Trade several
strategies simultaneously 1. Why you should trade several strategies at once! 2. Less
volatility in the capital curve 3. How many strategies should you trade simultaneously? 4. Is it
possible to diversify, even with small accounts? 5. When should you start using leverage? 6.
Forex trading is a business
How to Turn $ 5,000 into a Million Heikin Ashi Trader How to Turn $ 5,000 into a Million Can
you become a millionaire on the stock market? The question of how to grow a small account
undoubtedly occupies every trader’s mind. How do you manage to make a fortune out of a
small amount? And preferably really fast? Just as it is possible to build a real estate empire
without a dollar of equity, so it is also possible to achieve high profits on the stock market
with a small amount of starting capital (USD 5000 or less). In this book, Heikin Ashi Trader
presents a stock market strategy that will help the trader to succeed in this endeavor. Above
all, he explains that the factor of position size plays a much more decisive role in trading
success than is commonly assumed. The right question is not: how often are you right or
wrong, but how big is your position if you are right? This method is just about finding the
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markets where a significant movement can be expected. And once he has identified one, the
trader should build a big position in that market, so that he can fully benefit from this
movement. Table of Contents Chapter 1: Can You Become A Millionaire On The Stock
Market? Chapter 2: Trade with the market's money, not with your own! Chapter 3: Learning
from the Grand Master of Speculators Chapter 4: Scaling in – Scaling out Chapter 5: Should
You Use Stops? Chapter 6: What do you do if the market is going in the wrong direction?
Chapter 7: Go Global Macro Chapter 8: Look at the "Big Picture" Chapter 9: Look for a
catalyst Chapter 10: Mistakes to Learn From Chapter 11: Success with cotton Chapter 12:
My ruble trade Chapter 13: Thanks to Presidents Erdogan and Trump! Chapter 14:
Speculating with stocks Chapter 15: Trade what you see Chapter 16: How and When Should
You Buy? Chapter 17: Speculation is easier than day trading Chapter 18: A separate account
for each speculation Chapter 19: with which financial instruments should I trade? Chapter
20: Maximum risk and Margin Call Chapter 21: Keep your trades to yourself Chapter 22: On
the way to the first million Chapter 23: The Final Goal: Financial Freedom Addendum 1: Past
financial crises Addendum 2: useful websites Glossary
Secrets of a Pivot Boss Franklin O. Ochoa 2010 Secrets of a Pivot Boss offers the most
comprehensive collection of pivot-related trading ideas and concepts available to traders.
Whether you are a real-time trader, swing trader, position trader, or investor, you will find
great value in this book, regardless of the markets you trade or your level of experience.
Frank Ochoa has analyzed the market every day over the past 12 years and has cultivated the
techniques in this book into a fine art using the best leading indicators available to traders.
The concepts in this book will help you become a more knowledgeable and confident trader.
Professional traders use tools that are based purely on price, which is a leading indicator in
its own class. In this book, we will discover the best leading indicators available to traders,
including the Money Zone, Floor Pivots, and the Camarilla Equation. While you may have
studied forms of pivots in the past, Frank Ochoa provides a fresh perspective that can only be
described as a truly unique approach to playing these amazing levels for profit. You'll learn
powerful concepts like Two-Day Pivot Relationships, Pivot Width Forecasting, Pivot Trend
Analysis, and Multiple Pivot Hot Zones. Not only will you learn about incredible pivot
relationships, but Frank will also divulge his best trading secrets, including Powerful
Candlestick Setups, the Types of Trading Days, the Types of Buyers and Sellers, Powerful
Setups, and Proprietary Indicators. Taking this a step farther, Frank also provides the actual
code to each of the scripts that he's written and covered in the book! Secrets of a Pivot Boss
brings a fresh approach to these powerful concepts that you will not find anywhere else.
Sentiment Indicators Abe Cofnas 2010-06-10 A practical guide to profiting from the proper
use of sentiment indicators In Sentiment Indicators, noted trading expert Abe Cofnas draws
on his own trading and training experience as he shares his knowledge about the latest
techniques and strategies for using Renko, price break, Kagi, and point and figure tools to
successfully analyze all markets. Written with the serious trader in mind, Sentiment
Indicators offers key information on these potential-filled tools and how to use each in
shaping trading strategies. Along the way, it provides a practical overview of how to
implement these little-known indicators and why each can enhance your trading endeavors.
Shows how these indicators work in different markets: futures, equities, forex, and others
Provides a solid understanding of charting techniques and uses real-world examples to
illustrate strategies and tactics Presents new sentiment research that analyzes word mining
and what it means for markets From historical context and Robot Trading alerts to the
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critical factors of a trading system, Sentiment Indicators presents a proven approach to
trading that will help you identify conditions that have a high probability of profit.
Swing Trading using the 4-hour chart 1 Heikin Ashi Trader 2016-07-11 Swing Trading using
the 4-hour chart Part 1: Introduction to Swing Trading Swing trading is too fast for investors
and too slow for day traders. It takes place on a timeframe in which you will find very few
professionals traders. Swing traders usually use 4-hour charts. This period falls exactly
between that of the investor and the day trader. As a swing trader, you are prone to sit on the
fence, and that's good, because here you are almost alone. This eBook describes the swing
trading method of the HeikinAshi Trader. It is ideal for individual investors who do not want
to sit all day in front of the computer screen. Content: 1. Why Swing Trading? 2. Why should
you trade using the 4-hour chart? 3. Which markets are suitable for swing trading? 4. What
instruments you can swing trade? 5. Swing Trading Setups A. Support and Resistance B.
double top and double bottom C. breakouts D. flags and pennants 6. Money Management 7.
Why you need a Trading Diary 8. What is it all about? More Books by HeikinAshi Trader
About the author
How to Develop a Profitable Trading Strategy Heikin Ashi Trader 2017-02-14 How to Develop
a Profitable Trading Strategy Why You Should Do the Opposite of What the Majority of
Traders are Trying to Do Traders become active in the stock market for no other reason than
to collect points, ticks and pips. As much as possible and as fast as possible. Everything else
is pastime and useless analysis. Traders therefore need a method, a system that does exactly
that: accumulating small profits permanently, which eventually adds up to a considerable
plus in the account. For this to happen, the author takes the classic recommendation -cut
your losses and let your profits run- under the magnifying glass. In this book, he does the
opposite of this well-meaning advice: keep profits as small as possible and choose losses as
great as possible. In the second part of the book, he is investigating a strategy that works
with this premise. And the historical backtesting gives him right. When traders do the
opposite of what the crowd is trying to do, they finally have success! Table of Contents Part
1: Do the Opposite of What the Crowd of Traders is Trying to Do! 1. What Traders Can Learn
from Automatic Trading Systems 2. Do the Opposite of What is in the Trading Books
Assertion 1: Cut your Losses and Let your Profits Run Assertion 2: Try to Achieve a Good Risk
Reward Ratio Assertion 3: You only Need a Hit Rate of 33.33% 3. Aim for a High Hit Rate 4.
Why Trading Strategies with -Good- RRRs Are Usually Unsuccessful 5. Praise of the Take
Profit Order 6. Praise of the Automatic Entry Part 2: Trading Strategies with a Small Price
Target and a Wide Stop Test 1: German Bund Future, Crossing Moving Average Strategy Test
2: E-Mini, Crossing Moving Average Strategy 1 Test 3: E-Mini, Crossing Moving Average
Strategy 2 Conclusion Glossary More Books by Heikin Ashi Trader About the Author
Fibonacci Trading: How to Master the Time and Price Advantage Carolyn Boroden
2008-03-17 Made famous by the Italian mathematician Leonardo De Pisa, the Fibonacci
number series holds a Golden Ratio that is universally found in nature and used by architects,
plastic surgeons, and many others to achieve “perfect” aesthetic proportions. Now, in this
groundbreaking guide, noted technical trading advisor Carolyn Boroden shows you how
Fibonacci pattern studies can be used as an extremely effective method for achieving greater
profitability in stocks, futures, and Forex markets. Fibonacci Trading provides a one-stop
resource of reliable tools and clear explanations for both identifying and taking advantage of
the trade setups naturally occurring in the markets that will enable you to reach the highest
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rate of profitable trades. Inside, you'll find a unique trading methodology based on Fibonacci
ratios, and the author's personal experience analyzing and setting up the markets in real
time, which makes this practical volume invaluable to the self-directed investor. Complete
with detailed charts and insightful graphics in each chapter, Fibonacci Trading features:
Dependable guidance for determining important support and resistance levels, along with
expert advice for using them to maximize profits and limit losses Step-by-step processes for
using Fibonacci analysis to predict turning points in the market far enough in advance to
generate substantial profit Valuable tips for using Fibonacci analysis to establish optimal
stop-loss placement Revealing coverage on how Fibonacci relationships can create a roadmap
for the trader based on high percentage patterns Fibonacci Trading also provides a four-step
formula for applying the covered techniques in a highly effective approach. Flexible enough
for all markets and trading styles, the formula helps you focus your newly developed
knowledge and skill sets into a solid trading methodology, defined trading plan, successful
trading mindset, and disciplined trading approach that stacks the odds for profit in your
favor. This hands-on guide is packed with a wealth of actual trading situations, setups, and
scenarios that bring the four-step formula to life so you can immediately use it in the real
world.
Bollinger on Bollinger Bands John Bollinger 2001-08-21 John Bollinger is a giant in today’s
trading community. His Bollinger Bands sharpen the sensitivity of fixed indicators, allowing
them to more precisely reflect a market’s volatility. By more accurately indicating the
existing market environment, they are seen by many as today’s standard—and most
reliable—tool for plotting expected price action. Now, in Bollinger on Bollinger Bands,
Bollinger himself explains how to use this extraordinary technique to compare price and
indicator action and make sound, sensible, and profitable trading decisions. Concise,
straightforward, and filled with instructive charts and graphs, this remarkable book will be
essential reading for all serious traders, regardless of market. Bollinger includes his simple
system for implementation, and techniques for combining bands and indicators.
Forex for Beginners Adam Kritzer 2013-02-03 "Backed by a comprehensive list of studies,
this book is a brilliant contribution on the connections between exchange rates and
economics."—Francesc Riverola, CEO and Founder of FXstreet.com "Adam Kritzer has been
covering the forex market for years as a prominent but accessible industry expert. In a
market sector full of pitfalls for the novice, this book will help many new traders avoid costly
mistakes and get started on the path to success."—Andy Hagans, Co-founder of ETF Database
"Adam Kritzer is not only one of my favorite forex writers but also one of the best ... This
book will likely become required reading for those getting into the forex market."—Zachary
Storella, Founder of CountingPips.com Forex for Beginners: A Comprehensive Guide to
Profiting from the Global Currency Markets is a guide for those who want to earn extra
income trading currencies without committing large amounts of time or money. This book
will introduce global investors to the basics of forex (foreign exchange) trading and provide
them with a solid framework for analyzing currencies and profiting from their fluctuations.
Topics covered include the forces that cause exchange rates to fluctuate, an overview of the
mechanics of trading, analytical and forecasting tools, how to profit from pricing trends, and
common pitfalls that often ensnare traders. While most books make grandiose promises of
instant success and large profits, Forex for Beginners represents an alternative approach to
investing in forex. The forex market is dominated by institutional capital and algorithmic
trading, making it unrealistic to think that day traders can beat the market by relying on
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charts and technical indicators alone. Thus, the emphasis here is on fundamental
analysis—using economic concepts to spot currency misalignments—and staking out
positions to profit from them over a period of weeks and months. If you’re eager to tap into
the world’s largest financial market on a part-time basis, this is the book for you. You will
gain an understanding of how currency markets work and use this knowledge to generate
income.
Millionaire Traders Kathy Lien 2010-03-01 Trading is a battle between you and the market.
And while you might not be a financial professional, that doesn't mean you can't win this
battle. Through interviews with twelve ordinary individuals who have worked hard to
transform themselves into extraordinary traders, Millionaire Traders reveals how you can
beat Wall Street at its own game. Filled with in-depth insights and practical advice, this book
introduces you to a dozen successful traders-some who focus on equities, others who deal in
futures or foreign exchange-and examines the paths they've taken to capture considerable
profits. With this book as your guide, you'll quickly become familiar with a variety of
strategies that can be used to make money in today's financial markets. Those that will help
you achieve this goal include: Tyrone Ball: trades Nasdaq stocks almost exclusively, and his
ability to change with the times has enabled him to prosper during some of the most
treacherous market environments in recent history. AShkan Bolour: one of the earliest
entrants into the retail forex market, he trades in the direction of the major trend, rather
than trying to find reversals. Frank Law: a technician at heart, identifies a trading zone,
commits to it, and scales down as long as the zone holds. Paul Willette: has mastered a
method that allows him to harvest some profits right away, while ensuring that he can still
benefit from an occasional extension run in his favor. Order your copy today and beat the
Street.
Mechanical Trading Systems Richard L. Weissman 2005 It also provides a detailed
examination of the personality traits common to the three basic types of trader - trendfollowing (long to intermediate term), mean reversion (intermediate-term), and short-term
(swing and day traders) - and illustrates how a strict adherence to specific types of trading
systems can foster a psychological flexibility that will allow you to succeed in all kinds of
trading environments: countertrending, choppy, or trending."--Jacket.
Whistleblowing for Change Tatiana Bazzichelli 2021-11-30 The courageous acts of
whistleblowing that inspired the world over the past few years have changed our perception
of surveillance and control in today's information society. But what are the wider effects of
whistleblowing as an act of dissent on politics, society, and the arts? How does it contribute
to new courses of action, digital tools, and contents? This urgent intervention based on the
work of Berlin's Disruption Network Lab examines this growing phenomenon, offering
interdisciplinary pathways to empower the public by investigating whistleblowing as a
developing political practice that has the ability to provoke change from within.
Technical Analysis Explained, Fifth Edition: The Successful Investor's Guide to
Spotting Investment Trends and Turning Points Martin J. Pring 2014-01-13 The guide
technicians turn to for answers--tuned up to provide an advantage in today's global economy
The face of investing has significantly changed in the 30 years since this book's first
publication, but one essential component of the markets has not--human behavior. Whether
you're trading cornerstone commodities or innovative investment products, observing how
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investors responded to past events through technical analysis is your key to forecasting when
to buy and sell in the future. This fully updated fifth edition shows you how to maximize your
profits in today's complex markets by tailoring your application of this powerful tool. Tens of
thousands of individual and professional investors have used the guidance in this book to
grow their wealth by understanding, interpreting, and forecasting significant moves in both
individual stocks and entire markets. This new edition streamlines its time-honored, profitdriven approach, while updating every chapter with new examples, tables, charts, and
comments that reflect the real-world situations you encounter in everyday trading. Required
reading among many professionals, this authoritative resource now features: Brand-new
chapters that analyze and explain secular trends with unique technical indicators that
measure investor confidence, as well as an introduction to Pring's new Special K indicator
Expanded coverage on the profit-making opportunities ETFs create in international markets,
sectors, and commodities Practical advice for avoiding false, contratrend signals that may
arise in short-term time spans Additional material on price patterns, candlestick charts,
relative strength, momentum, sentiment indicators, and global stock markets Properly
reading and balancing the variety of indicators used in technical analysis is an art, and no
other book better illustrates the repeatable steps you need to take to master it. When used
with patience and discipline, Technical Analysis Explained, Fifth Edition, will make you a
better decision maker and increase your chances of greater profits.
Trade Against the Trend! Heikin Ashi Trader 2019-03-08 The brokerage industry usually
recommends that new traders trade with the trend. But is trading this way profitable? It is
said that if you go with the trend, the likelihood that you will win is higher. Unfortunately,
experience shows that most traders cannot build a profitable business this way. Old and
experienced traders used to say: You have to buy when blood flows in the streets. That means
that you should act against the trend. Actually, this saying is the expression of common sense
itself. The question remains: Why do traders find it so hard to put this wisdom into practice?
The new book by Heikin Ashi Trader gives ideas and tips on how to recognize such
countertrend signals in the stock market, since these are usually the best trading
opportunities. Table of Contents Part 1: The Snapback Trading Strategy Chapter 1: Trade
when the mass is afraid Chapter 2: Why I do not follow the trend Chapter 3: Mean Reversion
Chapter 4: Risk Management Chapter 5: How do I recognize extreme movements? Chapter 6:
Patience at the entry Chapter 7: Does the stop really protect me from heavy losses? Chapter
8: Trade Management Chapter 9: Exit Chapter 10: When do the best trading opportunities
occur? Chapter 11: Why you should study the economic calendar Chapter 12: Which markets
are suitable for the snapback strategy? Part 2: Trading Examples Chapter 1: Examples in the
stock indices Chapter 2: Examples in the currency markets (Forex) Chapter 3: Examples in
the stock markets Chapter 4: Examples in the commodity markets Glossary
The Big Book of Stock Trading Strategies Matthew R. Kratter 2017-09-23 Learn a powerful
trading strategy in just 15 minutes. Then use it to make money for the rest of your life. Ready
to get started trading stocks, but don't know where to begin? In this book, I have collected
the most popular trading strategies from my previous books: The Rubber Band Stocks
Strategy The Rocket Stocks Strategy The Day Sniper Trading Strategy Imagine what it would
be like if you started each morning without stress, knowing exactly which stocks to trade.
Knowing where to enter, where to take profits, and where to set your stop loss. In this book,
you will learn: How to spot a stock that is about to explode higher Why it's sometimes a smart
idea to buy a stock that everyone hates How to screen for the best stocks to trade Insider
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tricks used by professional traders The one thing you must never do if a stock gaps to new
highs How to tell if you are in a bull market, or a bear market And much, much more It's time
to stop gambling with your hard-earned money. Join the thousands of smart traders who have
improved their trading with the strategies in this book. Amazon best-selling author and
retired hedge fund manager, Matthew Kratter will teach you the secrets that he has used to
trade profitably for the last 20 years. These strategies are powerful, and yet so simple to use.
Even if you are a complete beginner, these strategies will have you trading stocks in no time.
And if you ever get stuck, you can always reach out to the author by email (provided inside of
the book), and he will help you. Get started today Scroll to the top of this page and click BUY
NOW.
A Practical Introduction to Day Trading Don Charles 2018-11-14 Many individuals enter
financial markets with the objective of earning a profit from capitalizing on price fluctuations.
However, many of these new traders lose their money in attempting to do so. The reason for
this is often because these new traders lack any fundamental understanding of financial
markets, they cannot interpret any data, and they have no strategy for trading. Trading in
markets is really about deploying strategies and managing risks. Indeed, successful traders
are those who have strategies which they have proved to be consistent in granting them more
financial gains than financial losses. The purpose of this book is to help a potentially
uninformed retail trader or inquisitive reader understand more about financial markets, and
assist them in gaining the technical skills required to profit from trading. It represents a
beginner’s guide to trading, with a core focus on stocks and currencies.
Swing Trading using the 4-hour chart 3 Heikin Ashi Trader 2016-09-06 Swing Trading
using the 4-hour chart Part 3: Where Do I Put My stop? In the third part of the series on
"Swing Trading using the 4-hour chart“, the Heikin Ashi Trader treats the question on where
the stop should be. Once a trader stops introducing stops, he will discover that his hit rate
will worsen. However, by doing this he gains full control of the trade management. Stops are
therefore not unavoidable, but remain an integral part of a trading system that is profitoriented. Well understood stops are downright the actual instrument that makes profit
possible. Since money is only earned when he exits the trade, the trader should try to
perform the stop management with the utmost care. The formulation of crystal-clear rules,
both for trend trades as well as for trades with a fixed target, after all, is the requirement to
ensure that the trader is playing his own game. Every successful trader has ultimately
developed his own rules. No matter what the market does, this trader always plays his own
game and can be swayed by anything. Precisely the persistence and consistency with which
he operates in the market ensures that he becomes one day the "Master of the Game". Table
of Contents 1. Are Stops Necessary? 2. What Is a Stop Loss Order? 3. Stop Management 4.
Play Your Own Game 5. Cut Your Losses 6. And Let your Profits Run 7. Stop Management in
Trending Markets 8. Stop Management with Price Targets 9. The Swiss Franc Tsunami, a
Healing Moment of the Trader Community 10. How Many Positions Can I Keep at the Same
Time? Glossary
Le Swing Trading Avec Le Graphique En 4 Heures 2 Heikin Ashi Trader 2017-04-10 Le
Swing Trading Avec Le Graphique En 4 Heures Partie 2 : Tradez les faux signaux (fake
trades) ! Dans la 2e partie de la série « Swing Trading en utilisant le tableau de 4 heures », le
HeikinAshi Trader parle du phénomène qui correspond à placer ses stop-loss et faire face aux
faux signaux (fake tardes) ainsi que les nombreuses déceptions dans cette étape majeure des
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algorithmes et des acteurs sur les marchés financiers d’aujourd'hui. Ceux-ci semblent
souvent plus la règle que l’exception. Mais ces circonstances représentent ce qu’un swing
trader habile pourrait exploiter en faisait de cette mauvaise situation, une bonne situation. Au
lieu de se faire avoir par les nombreux pièges du Smart Money (argent intelligent), un trader
peut apprendre comment identifier leurs traces sur un graphique. Sur cette base, il peut
développer une stratégie de swing trading très rentable qui se concentre exclusivement sur
la détection de ce qu’on appelle les « faux signaux (fake trades). Souvent, il s’avère que
lorsque les principaux acteurs sont « déçus », cela représente juste le début d’un mouvement
plus significatif. Trader cela est surtout très gratifiant ! En se référant à plusieurs exemples
sur les différents marchés et avec une analyse technique appliquée aux graphiques, l’auteur
suit les traces du Smart Money. Avec de la pratique, chaque trader peut localiser ces astuces
sur un graphique et identifier les intentions sous-jacentes. Une telle stratégie correspondrait
plus à la réalité des marchés d’aujourd'hui, que de tenter de battre le marché avec des
méthodes désuètes. Sommaire 1. Une feinte de la meilleure qualité ! 2. Comment identifier
les faux signaux (fake trades) ? 3. Comment trader les faux signaux (fake trades) ? 4. Les faux
signaux (fake trades) sur les figures d’analyse technique A. Drapeaux B. Triangles C. Canaux
de tendance 5. Trader les taux de change entre deux devises (cross rate) 6. Figures plus
complexes Sommaire Plus de livres par Heikin Ashi Trader
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